TPM Customer Spotlight: Confluence Outdoor

About Confluence Outdoor....
Headquartered right in the middle of the Upstate paddling scene in Greenville, SC, Confluence not only understands paddlesports, but every member of the team is committed to helping each customer find his or her own paddling passion.

Confluence’s six distinguished brands represent an exceptionally broad spectrum of kayaks, SUPs, canoes, paddles and accessories for everyone from beginners to well-seasoned experts.

With a heritage spanning more than 40 years, this family of brands encompasses everything you need to connect with the outdoors and find the joy that can only be found on the water.

“I see the team at TPM more as members of the team than simply a vendor. Their partnership in rapid prototyping, license management, training and graphics has been integral to our success over the past three years.”

Don Meredith
Director of Design & Engineering
Confluence Outdoor

Website:
www.confluenceoutdoor.com

Industry:
Manufacturing

Location/s:
Greenville, SC

TPM Products & Services:
SOLIDWORKS Software Services & Consulting Reprographics & Printing
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